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cently. wu and Cain [L. wu. B. Cain, Linear AIgcbra and its Applications 236 
gave necessary and sufficiepnt conditions for the matrix equation AX = 
tu have a sohtian with respect to A subject tu the condition that the emitian pwt sF 
A is won-negative definite. Bn this note we give an easier appraach. which also provides 
possible expticit e essions for A. Further, necessary and su dent conditions are 
derived when the rmitian part of A is prescribed to lx positive definite. t 
recting a result in [k. Wu. B. Cain. Linear Algebra and its Applications 236 (1946) 147- 
146. Theorem 51. Q 8999 Published by Efsevier Science hc. A18 rights reserved. 
This generalizes 121, 
Let us &serve in advance that the equation’ AX = has a sohtion wit 
iS 
A= (1) 
where 25 f CIIx,, is arbitrary, cf. [3], Theorem 2.3.2. Clearly Eq. (1) gives 
(2) 
We may now restate t e above mentioned result [I]. 
he ‘only if part is easily established. The ‘if* part follows 
From Eq. (I) and the proof of Theorem 1, we immediabeiy see that 
H(Ao) f a=,$p 
This gives rise to the following. 
e-m-d §QhltiQl'l to A 
e original result fro 
j behgs to C,]:,,, whereas H( 
Now, the following resdt, originally established by wu [2], Theorem 
immediate consequence of the above theorem. 
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